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Relevance in the Boolean Model

The Vector Model

Term Weighting

Similarity Calculation



The Boolean Model

Boolean Search with Inverted Indexes



Relevance in the Boolean Model

In the Boolean model, documents and queries are represented as sets of 

index terms

So index terms are either present or absent in a document

How is the relevance of a document calculated?

On what basis are the retrieved documents ordered in a list presented to the 

searcher?

Motivating Term Weighting from the Boolean 
Model

The Boolean model represents documents as a set of index terms that are 

either present or absent

This binary notion doesn't fit our intuition that terms differ in how much they 

suggest what the document is about

We will capture this notion by assigning weights to each term in the index



Some Mathematical Foundations (and Review, I
Hope)

Vectors

Summation Notation

Cosines

Vectors [1]



Vectors [2]

Vectors are an abstract way to think about a list of numbers

Any point in a vector space can be represented as a list of numbers called 

"coordinates" which represent values on the "axes" or "basis vectors" of the 

space

Adding and multiplying vectors gives us a way to represent a continuous 

space in any number of dimensions

We can multiply a coordinate value in a vector to "scale" its length on a 

particular basic vector to "weight" that value (or axis)

Summation Notation



Cosines

Overview of Vector Model

Documents and queries are represented as word or term vectors

Term weights can capture term counts within a document or the importance 

of the term in discriminating the document in the collection

Vector algebra provides a model for computing similarity between queries and

documents and between documents because of assumption that "closeness 

in space" means "closeness in meaning"



An Important Note on Terminology

WARNING: A lot of IR literature uses Frequency to mean Count

For example, Term Frequency

is defined to mean "the number of occurrences of a term in a document"

... even though to actually make it a frequency the count should be divided by some 

measure of the document's length

Unfortunately, this confused terminology is very entrenched and it would 

further confuse you if I tried to use more correct language, so I will conform to 

the incorrect usage

Document x Term Matrix

We can create a matrix in which we represent for each document the 

frequency of the words (or terms created by stemming morphologically 

related words) that it contains



Document Vector [1]

Document Vector [2]



Word (or Term) Vectors

We can use this same matrix to think of the meaning of a word / terms as a 

vector whose coordinates measure how much the word indicates the concept 

or context of a document

Documents in Term Space - 2D Example



A Small Text Collection (Stemmed)

Stem Frequency Distribution for the Collection



The Zipf Distribution

We observe that:

A few items occur very frequently

A medium number of elements have medium frequency

Very many elements occur very infrequently (the "long tail")

An approximate model of this distribution is the Zipf Distribution, which says 

that the frequency of the i-th most frequent word is 1/(i^a) times that of the 

most frequent word.

Zipf Distribution - Linear vs Log Plots



Word Frequency vs Discriminability / Resolving
Power

Same Idea, for Left-Brain Folks

Keywords, index terms, controlled vocabulary terms -- are not strictly

properties of any single document. They reflect a relationship between an 

individual document and the set of documents it belongs to, from which it 

might be selected

The value of a potential keyword varies inversely with the number of 

documents in which it occurs -- the most informative words are those that 

occur infrequently but when they occur they occur in clusters, with most of the

occurrences in a small number of documents out of the collection



Weighting Using Term Frequency

Term Frequency Weighted Vectors in 3D



Term Weighting -- Intuitions

Terms that appear in every document have no resolving power because 

including them retrieves every document

Terms that appear very infrequently have great resolving power, but they are 

by definition rare terms that most people will never use in queries

So the most useful terms are those that are of intermediate frequency but 

which tend to occur in clusters, so most of their occurrences are in a small 

number of documents in the collection

Term Resolving Power



"Inverse" Document Frequency -- Calculation

"Inverse" Document Frequency -- Examples



Weighting Term Frequency with IDF 
(Simplified)

tf x idf Example Calculations



Normalized tf x idf

Normalized tf x idf Example Calculations



Normalized tf x idf Example Calculations

Similarity in Vector Models



Cosine Similarity with Weighting Example 
Calculations

Similarity in Unnormalized Vectors

If the weights are not already normalized, we can combine the normalization 

and the similarity calculation using this equation



Similarity in Unnormalized Vectors -- Example

Vector Model Retrieval and Ranking

Vector models treat documents in a collection as "bags of words" so there is 

no representation of the order in which the terms occur in the document

Not caring about word order lets us embody all the information about term 

occurrence in the term weights

Likewise, vector queries are just "bags of words" 

So vector queries are fundamentally a form of "evidence accumulation" where

the presence of more query terms in a document adds to its "score"

This score is not an exact measure of relevance with respect to the query, but

it is vastly better than the all or none Boolean model!



Readings for 11/19

Susan Dumais, "Data-driven approaches to information access," Cognitive 

Science, 27(3), 491-524 (2003)

Clara Yu, John Cuadrado, Maciej Caglowski, & J. Scott Payne, "Patterns in

Unstructured Data," 2002 (read from "Latent Semantic Indexing" through 

"Applications of LSI")


